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1 DATA HANDOVER
More Owner/Operators are requiring the handover
of instrument databases from the EPC or other
contractors.
2 USER DEFINED FIELDS
No consistent configuration of user defined
fields (UDFs) in the industry.
3 MULTIPLE DATA CONTRIBUTORS
Many projects are executed with multiple EPCs and
suppliers contributing data creating data
consolidation issues.
4 INCONSITENT DATA ORGANIZATION
Inconsistent data organization can cause extended
safety audits and delay startup.

Current Issues in the Industry

1 FACILITATE DATA SHARING
2 CREATE GENERIC PRACTICE
The PIP Practice must not require the Owner/Operator,
EPC, vendor, or any other data contributor or recipient to
use a specific application or setup.
3 DEFINE A ‘HARMONIZED’ MAPPING
The Practice should provide a method of ‘harmonizing’ or
mapping instrument data fields and user definable data
fields between different data management systems.

4 PROVIDE AUTONOMY TO EACH DATA CONTRIBUTOR
Provide each contributor (company) the ability to use
their own application and configuration during the project
phase by providing a standard format for data handover.

PIP IDTC Task Team Goal and Objectives

PIP-IDTC PRACTICE DEVELOPMENT
Consultation with PIP
Process Controls
Function Team.

Began to create list
of data elements.

Practice completed
and approved for use.

2012

First Meeting
May 8th, 2012

2016

Reviewed industry
(e.g., ISA, OSI) and
corporate instrument
datasheets.

Decided to concentrate
on data elements for
flow, level, pressure,
and temperature
instruments.
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Requirements”
1.

Scope
This Practice provides a data modeling framework and defined field identifiers for establishing
structured electronic information for process instruments.
This Practice provides standardized instrumentation data element labels and associated field
identifiers based on common usage, such that instrumentation data can be readily uploaded into
various electronic data bases.
This Practice promotes accurate, timely input of instrument requirements as instrumentation is
specified for purchase.
Leveraging electronic data management capabilities, the standardized data can be mapped to
smart design and maintenance management data base systems for ready retrieval and
visualization of instrumentation data.
This Practice enables single source input which provides the following benefits:
a. Eliminates duplication of effort for operations and project teams
b. Reduces the cycle time for operations readiness during equipment commissioning
c. Enhances the use of instrument information in daily facility operations, maintenance, and
other administration uses

DMDIM001 “Instrumentation Metadata
Requirements”
2.

Definitions
data element label: A word or phrase associated with an instrument attribute based on common
usage in the process industry.
field identifier: A unique data base field name for establishing structured electronic information
for process instruments. A specific field identifier is associated with each data element label.
user: A system administrator responsible for developing and managing databases and/or
applications.

DMDIM001 “Instrumentation Metadata
Requirements”
3.

General
3.1

A listing of data elements for describing requirements of various types and categories of
instruments is provided in Appendix A.

3.2

The descriptors in the first column of Appendix A divides the data elements into
categories relating to the classification of instruments (e.g., Gauges, Thermowell,
Transmitter), or for general use (e.g., General Data, Purchase Data).

3.3

The second column lists the labels given to each data element.

3.4

The third column lists field identifiers associated with the data element labels.

3.5

The Flow, Level, Temperature, and Pressure columns associate the data elements with
instrument type.

3.6

The “User” columns are provided for those users who may wish to map data element
labels and/or field identifiers from an existing system to the PIP labels and identifiers.

DMDIM001 Appendix A
“Instrument Data Elements List”

->>>DMDIM001 Appendix A<<<-

“Instrument Data Elements List”
with SPI Mapping

->>>SPI Mapping<<<-

1 ADD MORE PROCESS FUNCTION TYPES
• Control Valves
• Analyzers

2 WORK WITH SOFTWARE PROVIDERS
Encourage software providers, such as
Intergraph, to include more ‘defined’ data
elements in the out-of-the-box schema.

Where do we go from here?

1

Would this Practice offer any benefit for data handover on any
of you projects?
• Vendor to EPC
• EPC to EPC
• EPC to Owner/Operator

2 Can we agree on data elements that we share in common
and would like to have Intergraph add to the SPI schema?
3 Are there members of this organization that could participate on
the IDTC Task Force team and help shape the future of this Practice?

Is this an opportunity for our LTUF?

